We discuss briefly data obtained for adsorbed alkali metal monolayers with three different techniques (HREELS, UPS and SHG). The vibrational spectra provide support for the traditional picture of a fractionally charged adsorbate at low coverage and a neutral one at high coverage. We ascribe a vibrational overtone reported in previous work to contamination due to residual water vapour. UPS, uncharacteristically, gives little information of interest for low coverages except for substrates with a band gap and with a surface state in the gap. For Na on Si(100) we monitor the metallization of the surface region in the monolayer coverage range and observe metal induced gap states at higher coverages. For Cs on Cu(111) the optical second harmonic generation (SHG) shows a strong monolayer coverage dependence which we ascribe to optical transitions between surface bands and to surface barrier photoabsorption indicating the potential of SHG as a probe of the details of the surface electronic structure.
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Introduction
We have used high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), optical second harmonic generation (SHG) and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) to study adsorbed alkali metal monolayers. With HREELS the information looked for is the coverage dependence of the vibration frequency and of the loss intensity. If the vibrations are dipole excited the loss intensity gives the effective dynamic charge of the dipole. According to the traditional picture due to Gurney [1] of alkali metal adsorption one may expect the alkali adsorbate to vibrate like a fractionally charged particle and this is also the expectation based on the more recent calculations by Lang and Williams [2] and by Holmstrom [3] . At high coverage, by contrast, the adsorbate is expected to be a nearly neutral slab of metal. This is indicated for example by a strong adsorbate induced change (7) of intensity at the Fermi edge of photoemission spectra [4] at high monolayer coverages. From the traditional picture one therefore expects that the adsorbate vibrations are easily excited at low coverage by the field produced by the incident electrons but not as easily at high coverage due to the screening of the field by the electron gas in the overlayer. As shown below the data provide no surprise in this respect. Less expected is that the frequency remains nearly constant independent of coverage in the coverage range where the vibrational loss can be observed in the present HREELS study. The desorption energy varies substantially with coverage [5, 6] and one might expect the vibration frequency to reflect this variation. Also unexpected is the observation by Astaldi et al. [7] of a strong overtone for both Na and K adsorbed on different Cu surfaces.
With UPS no information is obtained about the valence electron stucture of the alkali metal adsorption systems at low coverage unless the substrate has a band gap with surface states. In that case it is found both for Cu(111) [8] and for Be(0001) [9] that adsorbed alkali metal atoms produce energy shifts of the substrate surface states. At high monolayer coverage one observes for metal substrates also a change of intensity at the Fermi edge and, if the substrate has a band gap, the emission of electrons out of overlayer states which are formed by valence electrons which are reflected back and forth between the vacuum barrier and the overlayer-substrate interface [9, 10] . Below we will discuss our recent observations of such states for Na on Si(100). Since the overlayer is metallic at the coverages for which the overlayer states are observed the states are examples of metal induced gap states (MIGS).
Optical second harmonic generation (SHG) is less well established as a surface and adsorbate probe [11] . In the present work we show that for Cu(111)/Cs the SH intensity shows a strong variation when the coverage is changed. We find that the structure observed when the SH intensity is drawn against the coverage can be explained in terms of transitions between electronic surface bands indicating the potential of SHG as a probe of surface electronic structure.
Results and discussion

UPS
Observation of alkali valence resonances
Photoelectron spectroscopy in general provides information about the valence electronic structure of chemisorption systems. It is interesting to note therefore that the technique has failed to provide any useful data at low monolayer coverage for alkali metal atoms adsorbed on metals except for metals with a band gap and with a surface state in the gap. From electronic structure calculations for alkali metal atom adsorption on the surface of a nearly free electron like metal substrate one would expect to record photoelectron energy spectra which reflect a partially filled, resonance broadened alkali valence electron state [2] . No such emission has been observed as far as we know. Recently a final state peak observed for K on Ag(111) was assigned to the empty part of the alkali valence resonance [12] but this structure has been observed previously and has been ascribed to the bulk electronic stucture of the Ag(111) substrate [13] . It is so far only with Penning ionization spectroscopy that an emission peak ascribed to the valence electron resonance has been observed [14] . The interpretation of such spectra is however not straightforward. We have suggested as an alternative interpretation that the enhancement at the Fermi edge of the Penning ionization spectra may be produced by the work function change induced by the alkali metal adsorption [15] .
Metal substrates with band gap
The interesting observations made so far by UPS at low alkali coverage is for metal substrates with a band gap and with a surface state in the band gap, namely for Be(0001) and Cu(111) substrates [8, 9] . If the substrate has a band gap the resonance picture obviously does not apply since within the gap there are no states to resonate with. For both Be(0001) and Cu(111) the energy of a surface band shifts in a gradual manner as increasing numbers of alkali metal atoms are adsorbed on the surface. In both cases the shift is such that more electrons are accomodated by the surface band. The second important change of the surface state is that the tails of the state extend further into vacuum for the adsorbate covered surface. This is due to the reduced work function of the alkali covered surface. The surface band is thus modified by the adsorption such that it takes part in the charge transfer (by accomodating more electrons) and in the screening of the adsorbate (by shifting charge nearer to the adsorbate).
Overlayer states and k-resolved phooemission
Another interesting observation for substrates with a band gap is that there may appear discrete electron states due to the fact that the overlayer region acts as a quantum well. On one side there is a regular barrier, namely the surface potential barrier, while on the other side the electrons are totally reflected due to the substrate band gap. Such states have been observed via tunnelling I-V characteristics for metal films thicker than around 100 Å deposited on the insulating surface layer of an anodized Al substrate [16] and recently also by photoemission for much thinner films deposited on semiconduction [17] and metals [10, 18] . With photoemission the change of the electronic stucture can be monitored in a layer by atomic layer fashion. Here one thus has the possibility of characterizing samples for studies of the thickness dependence layer by atomic layer of various other physical properties [19] . Of particular interest is also that the volume dispersion can now be measured with a potentially great accuracy by photoemission [20] . Earlier photo emission has been a k||-resolved spectroscopy. For thin films with overlayer states the perpendicular component of the wave vector can be obtained by repeated use of the phase condition satisfied by the overlayer states ΦB + Φc + 2kd = 2πm, m = 0, 1, 2 .... ΦB and Φc are the phase changes at the vacuum barrier and the overlayer-substrate interface respectively and d is the thickness of the overlayer. In the present we will limit the discussion to some recent results for Na overlayers on Si(100) obtained at low photon energies.
Na on Si(100)
When Na is deposited onto Si(100) and the sample is kept at low temperature, which means in our case that the sample is cooled by either liquid nitrogen or helium, the work function shows approximately the same coverage dependence as is typically observed upon alkali metal adsorption on noble and transition metal substrates with an accentuated minimum in the monolayer coverage range (Fig. 1) . For a sample kept at RT there is only a very shallow minimum. Both these types of coverages dependencies for eΦ have been observed previously for alkali metals adsorbed on Si(100) but it has not been observed that the sample temperature can make a difference for the work function variation [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . When the Na evaporation is continued beyond the work function minimum there is a rapid increase of the intensity at the Fermi edge of photoemission spectra recorded at low photon energies (Fig. 2) . This onset of emission intensity occurs at the same coverage at RT and at low temperature. The Fermi edge emission shows that the overlayer has a metallic character for coverages higher than the coverage at the work function minimum. The appearance of appreciable intensity at the Fermi edge is similar to that found for metal substrates [4, 8, 26] . The metallization of the Si(100) surface upon alkali adsorption has been studied also by other techniques [27, 28] . It is only when the sample is kept at low temperature that emission due to overlayer states are observed. We ascribe this to .a more homogeneous thickness for the films deposited at low temperature. At the evaporation rate chosen in the present series of measurements the work function minimum was reached after around min of evaporation time. An overlayer state is first observed after around 25 min deposition time (Fig. 3) . As the evaporation is continued the energy of the peak changes in the manner expected for quantum well states for a thin Na film. When the peak first appears it is located at around 0.75 eV below the Fermi edge. Since the sample is n-type (2 Ω cm) it means that at this coverage the peak is close to the lower edge of the band gap. When the coverage is increased the state shifts into the gap. The state can then be characterized as a metal induced gap state (MILS).
Clearly the peak due to the overlayer state emission resides on top of a background present already at lower coverages than necessary to produce the overlayer state. One possible explanation of this is that it is only patchwise that the overlayer thickness is homogeneous. Another possibility is that the oVerlayer states are formed in a 1ayer which resides on top of a more ill defined intermediate metallic 1ayer.
There is some uncertainty regarding the absolute Na coverages. We have earlier suggested that the one full monolayer is obtained after around 25 min evaporation. This may be wrong. At least it is in conflict with another of our recent observations, namely of a peak in the coverage dependence of the emission intensity at the Fermi edge after around 13 min evaporation time if the sample is cooled by liquid He. A similar peak, due to surface barrier emission, was observed for Na on Cu(100) at around full monolayer coverage [26] . While there is thus some uncertainty regarding the absolute coverage values the main result is thus that one may observe metal induced gap states for Na on Si(100). Such states
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play a role in the theory of metal-semiconductor contacts but there have been few observations.
HREELS for Na and K adsorbed on Cu(111)
Data from measurements on alkali adsorbates with high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) at low incident energies (around 5 eV) have recently been briefly presented by Astaldi et al. [7] and by us [29] . The results agree to a large extent but differ on one interesting point. The results agree that the loss intensity is strong enough to be easily detected only for coverages below approximately half of a full monolayer. Our data show a maximum intensity at around 25% of full monolayer coverage. The loss intensity at low coverage corresponds to a dynamic dipole charge of around 0.4e for Na and 0.5e for K. This is close to the value calculated by Lang and Williams from the slope dμ/dz of the adsorbate induced dipole moment with respect to the distance z of the adsorbate from the surface of the metal which by them is represented by an rs 2 jellium [2] . The loss intensity thus shows the coverage dependence expected from the model of a partly ionic adsorbate at low coverage and a neutral one with metal character at high monolayer coverage.
The vibration frequency remains nearly independent of coverage in the coverage range of our observations. Considering the large decrease of desorption energy with increasing coverage for alkali adsorption systems this result is somewhat surprising. Two different calculations however correctly predict that the frequency remains nearly constant when the coverage is changed [30, 31] .
On one point our results differ from those of Astaldi et al. [7] . Both for adsorbed Na and K they observe a loss peak at twice the loss energy of the peak ascribed by them and by us to adsorbate vibrations. They find the overtone to be relatively strong towards the high coverage end of the coverage range of the observation of loss stucture. The authors ascribe the peak to a nonlinear relationship between the induced dipole moment and the distance of the adsorbate above the metal surface. In such case, and as pointed out by the authors, the oscillation could be perfectly symmetric but yet, due to this nonlinearity, there could be strong overtones.
According to our results the frequencies ascribed to overtones are not present when only alkali metal atoms are adsorbed. Our first indication of this was that a peak at around twice the fundamental loss energy appears and grows if the sample is left in the experimental chamber for a few hours (Fig. 4) . Looking for possible contaminants we have found that a peak at twice the loss energy of that due to the alkali metal vibrations appears after exposure of the sample to water vapour (Fig. 5) . The fact that the peaks observed by Astaldi et al. [7] are due to water vapour exposure of course does not mean that the interesting mechanism suggested by them to account for the observations is wrong. It only means that more work is needed to clarify the origin of the peaks ascribed to overtones. We have noted that the frequency of the fundamental decreases by around, 10% after exposure of the sample to water vapour. This may explain why the frequencies reported by us are a couple of meV higher than those reported by Astaldi et al. Figure 6 shows the optical second harmonic generation recorded in the specular direction (55° incidence angle) when light from a pulsed (8 ns, 1 mJ) Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) is incident on a Cu(111) crystal and the coverage of Cs is varied. The incident light is p-polarized and the azimuthal angle is chosen such that it is close to the angle giving maximum second harmonic intensity. The very pronounced enhancement produced by the adsorption of monolayer amounts of alkali metal atoms have been observed in previous experiments [32, 33] . In one earlier experiment, for Rb on Ag(110), the SH intensity has furthermore been found to show a strong oscillatory dependence on the overlayer thickness [33] . The oscillations mirror in a very direct way the dynamic Friedel oscillations near inside a metal surface. Similar spectacular oscillations are observed in the present measurements but will not be discussed further here.
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Instead we focus attention on the likewise strong intensity variations recorded in the monolayer range of coverages shown in Fig. 6 . The absolute thickness scale shown in the diagram is obtained from the evaporation time using as a reference the assumption that maximum photoemission intensity is observed for an overlayer state close below EF when the coverage is one full monolayer of Cs. At RT the coverage saturates at around 95% of full monolayer coverage.
The distinct structure of the intensity versus coverage curve in Fig. 6 indi-
Cates that the SH intensity is sensitive to particular details of the surface electronic structure and that this changes as the coverage is changed. One advantage of using Cu(111)/Cs as sample in exploratory studies of SHG as a' surface probe is that the surface electronic structure of this adsorption system is quite well-known. The second advantage is that the surface electronic stucture changes considerably when the coverage is changed primarily due to the large change of the work function. Some electronic surface states, the image potential surface states, have energies which shift in energy such that their energy relative to the vacuum level is nearly constant. Ideally to explore SHG as a surface state spectroscopy one would like to have an easily tunable light source. Lacking this an alternative is to use a constant photon energy and a tunable electronic structure like that of Cs covered Cu(111). Figure 7 shows the main features of the surface electronic stucture for k|| = O for Cs covered Cu(111). For the clean surface there are surface states 0.4 eV below and 4.1 eV above EF [34, 35] . When the work function is reduced the state above EF together with the whole Rydberg-like series of image potential states will shift as indicated. The shift of the Cu(111) surface state below EF has been measured earlier [8] . At high monolayer coverage there appears an overlayer state close below EF [10] . The energies of the empty overlayer states may be estimated from a simple phase model for overlayer states [4] . Recently empty overlayer states have been observed via twophoton photoemission [36] .
A striking correlation between the surface electronic stucture and the measured SHG signal is that at twice the fundamental laser frequency optical transitions become possible at the coverage corresponding to the. first SH intensity peak. We therefore associate the observed doublet with the transitions indicated by the . Fig. 7 . We associate the third peak (at 3.3 Å in Fig. 6 ) with the surface barrier absorption peak expected to appear at around 0.8ωp for free electron like metals [37] . It has previously been found that this surface barrier excitation can . be observed for alkali metal monolayers via the photoelectric effect [26] and via the reflectance [38] . It was furthermore shown [39] that the electron gas in the overlayer at high monolayer coverages has a uniform density proportional to the coverage so that n = nC sΘ where nCs is the electron density of Cs metal and (Fig. 6) . A full calculation of the photoabsorption of adsorbed Cs monolayers at different coverages have recently been made by Liebsch, Hincelin and Lopes-Rios [38] .
The present interpretation may not be unique. The main result is not the details of the interpretation but the observation that the SH intensity can vary strongly with the monolayer coverage and not just in a monotonous manner from one level for the bare substrate to another level for the full monolayer. This shows that the SH is sensitive to the details of the surface electronic structure and we have pointed out details that we believe are relevant for an explanation of the SH data.
Summary
We have discussed briefly some recent results obtained with UPS, HREELS . and SHG for adsorbed alkali metal monolayers. The main results are that valuable information with UPS for low alkali metal coverages has so far been obtained only for metal substrates with a band gap and with a partly filled surface state in the gap. In these cases on the other hand one has a unique opportunity to monitor the charge exchange between the adsorbate and the substrate via the surface state. For Na on Si(100) we have monitored the metallization of the surface region in the monolayer coverage range and found that metal induced gap states can be observed if the sample is kept at low temperature during Na deposition and measurement. The main conclusion of the HREELS data is that the traditional picture of alkali metal adsorption systems gives the qualitatively correct predictions regarding the observations. The adsorbate vibrates as expected for a particle with a substantial charge which however decreases with increasing coverage and at high monolayer coverage no vibrations are detected due to the metallic character of the adsorbate. SHG is at an earlier stage of development as a surface spectroscopy than the two other techniques discussed in this article. Our results show a lively variation for the SHG signal in the monolayer coverage range and we have pointed out that it is possible to understand this variation in terms of the known surface electronic structure and surface barrier induced photoabsorption.
